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lowest maintenance category authorized to remove, replace, and use an item. O Unit category
can remove, replace, and use the item. F Direct support or intermediate category can remove,
replace, and use the item. H General support catagory can remove, replace, and use the item. L
Specialized repair activity can remove, replace, and use the item. H General support is the
lowest category that can do complete repair of the item. D Depot is the lowest category that can
do complete repair of the item. Z Nonrepairable. No repair is authorized. This column includes
the following information: 1 The Federal item name and, when required, a minimum description
to identify the item. Use the following subparagraphs as applicable: a. Line item entries for
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coolant high temperature, low fuel, over-speed, and over-voltage. The principles of the present
invention introduce non-realtime messaging systems and controllers for use therewith that are
capable of converting received oral messages from callers into at least substantially equivalent
text messages for transmission to subscribers thereof. This may be accomplished by
processing the received oral messages using data patterns representing oral phrases specific
to non-realtime messaging systems. An exemplary messaging system includes each of a
messaging controller, a data repository and a translating controller. The messaging controller is
capable of receiving oral messages from callers and transmitting text messages to
communications devices associated with subscribers of the non-realtime messaging system.
The data repository is capable of storing data patterns that represent oral phrases specific to
the non-realtime messaging system. The translating controller, which is associated with the
messaging controller and data repository, is operable to process the received oral messages

using the stored data patterns and to generate at least substantially equivalent text messages in
response thereto. This application is a continuation of prior U. The present invention is directed,
in general, to wireless communication systems and methods of operating the same, and, in
particular, to non-realtime communication systems for converting voice messages to text
messages and subsequent transmission of the same. Due to their mobility and low power
requirements, conventional mobile devices impose significant design constraints upon the
wireless communication networks and base stations that support them. Nevertheless, the
demand for better and cheaper mobile devices and wireless communication services continues
to grow at a rapid pace. The selection of one mobile device over another is usually the result of
a simple cost benefit analysisâ€”the cost of a particular mobile device, the anticipated life span
for that device, the usefulness of the various services that can be subscribed to using the
device, etc. Message paging subscribers, for instance, demand powerful and sophisticated
features e. The trend to enhance services has been to incorporate automated call processing
techniques into communication systems and system services. Many contemporary message
paging systems, for instance, include automated interfaces for interacting with callers.
Commonly, these systems enable a caller to the system to leave a message for a subscriber of
the system by leaving a call-back number using the telephone keypad. More advanced systems
enable callers to interact with the system by responding to system queries using their
telephone keypads. After the dictation is complete, the system operator often verifies the text
message by reading the same back to the caller. Following the caller's approval, the text
message is then transmitted to the subscriber. There is desire and need in the art to increase
the utility of such call processing systems by having them recognize speech. A suitable speech
recognition system will automate, at least in part, the foregoing dictation process, that not only
will translate voice to text for delivery of voice messages to text pagers, but allow file based
automated processing of messages. Speech recognition, by definition, is the ability of a system
to understand human speech. A speech recognition system usually is made up of an input
device, a voice board that provides analog-to-digital conversion of a speech signal, and a signal
processing module that uses patterns to recognize the speech signal. To be acceptable, the
speech recognition system must rapidly and accurately recognize a wide range of words and
phrases a vocabulary , such as the thousands words and phrases used by callers into message
paging systems. In current speech recognition systems, as the vocabulary that can be
recognized increases, the speed and accuracy are reduced, as the speech recognition system
must search through more possibilities, and the number of similar-sounding words and phrases
increases. These problems have limited the practical uses of speech recognition systems. To
address the above-discussed deficiencies of the prior art, it is a primary object of the present
invention to provide, in a non-realtime messaging system, a means for processing oral
messages received from a variety of callers and, in response thereto, for generating
substantially equivalent text messages. The processing means uses data patterns representing
oral phrases specific to the non-realtime messaging system. An illustrative embodiment of a
non-realtime messaging system in accord with the principles of the present invention is a
suitably arranged message paging system. The message paging system includes each of a
messaging controller, a data repository and a translating controller. Collectively, these
controllers are capable of converting oral messages received from callers into substantially
equivalent text messages. The messaging controller is capable of receiving oral messages from
callers into the message paging system and transmitting text messages to message pagers
used by subscribers of the system. The data repository is capable of storing data patterns that
represent oral phrases specific to the message paging system. The translating controller, which
is associated with the messaging controller and the data repository, is operable to process the
received oral messages using the stored data patterns and to generate at least substantially
equivalent text messages in response thereto. The generated text messages are then
transmitted by the messaging controller to the subscribers for whom the received oral
messages where intended. For instance, assume that a freight delivery company subscribes to
a suitably arranged message paging system and each of its drivers carries a conventional
alphanumeric message pager. Remember to meet Joe at the restaurant for lunch. As is
described in detail hereafter, the subject data patterns collectively provide a context sensitive
vocabulary. The message paging system parses the stored oral message and compares the
same with the vocabulary to generate the text message. The assignee of the invention disclosed
in this patent document is, inter alia, an international provider of message paging systems and
services. Each phrase on this exemplary list is associated with a numeric value indicating the
number of times, or frequency, with which the particular phrase was used on a particular day by
callers leaving oral messages with system operators described hereabove. The phrases are
sorted as a function of this value. According to an advantageous embodiment, a list of phrases,

such as the exemplary list of APPENDIX A, may contribute to a vocabulary specific to a general
message paging system. This may be accomplished either by maintaining the communication
channel with the caller during oral message processing or, alternatively, by calling the caller
back to verify the message. The caller may accept or reject the text message. If the caller
accepts the text message, the message is sent to the subscriber; if the caller rejects the text
message, then an appropriate response must be undertaken. Alternatively, the caller and the
system may interact in a manner that enables the caller to identify that portion of the text
message that is incorrect and, hopefully, correct the same. According to one embodiment, the
caller parses the proposed text message with the system, identifying the incorrect portion or
portions. The system then prompts, or asks, the caller to spell the phrase, to select or pick a
phrase from a group or list of phrases, or the like, thereby correcting the same. Those of
ordinary skill in the art should appreciate that they can readily use the disclosed conception
and specific embodiments as a basis for designing or modifying other structures for carrying
out the same purposes of the present invention. Those of ordinary skill in the art should also
realize that such equivalent constructions do not depart from the spirit and scope of the present
invention in its broadest form. It should be noted that the functionality associated with any
particular controller may be centralized or distributed, whether locally or remotely. Definitions
for certain words and phrases are provided throughout this patent document, those of ordinary
skill in the art should understand that in many, if not most instances, such definitions apply to
prior, as well as future uses of such defined words and phrases. For a more complete
understanding of the present invention, reference is now made to the following descriptions
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings wherein like numbers represent like, or
analogous, objects and, in which:. Turning initially to FIG. Message paging system includes
each of a process control server and a messaging network generally designated , namely, a
message paging network. Exemplary message paging network includes a paging terminal
network , a plurality of paging terminals and a plurality of message paging transmitter towers
Exemplary paging terminal network is suitably associated with paging terminals One of such
paging terminals is illustratively associated with message paging transmitter towers One of
such message paging transmitter towers is illustratively in wireless communication with
message pager As is described in detail hereafter, exemplary message paging system is
operable to process an oral message received from caller and, in response thereto, to generate
a related text message. At least a portion of this text message is transmitted to subscriber via
message pager Turning next to FIG. Message paging system is again associated with each of
telephone and message pager According to this embodiment, process control server includes
each of a data repository and a translating controller , and process control server and
messaging network collectively include a messaging controller Exemplary messaging controller
is capable of receiving oral messages from callers and transmitting text messages to message
pagers and other communication devices used by subscribers of message paging system
Exemplary data repository is capable of storing data patterns that represent oral phrases
specific to message paging system Exemplary translating controller , which is associated with
data repository and messaging controller , is operable to process received oral messages, such
as from caller , using selected ones of the data patterns stored in data repository and to
generate text messages that are at least substantially equivalent to the received oral messages.
For instance, data repository may include any number of databases, suitable file structures, or
combination of the same; data repository may be centralized within a single computer or local
area network, or distributed across a wide area network. Further, such suitable objects and
routines may include executable code, such as code that i directs the steps that a computer is
to take as in procedural languages , ii sets forth rules that the computer is to follow as in
declarative languages or iii defines objects and their relationships as in object-oriented
programming languages , as examples. As introduced hereabove, the assignee of the invention
disclosed in this patent document provides message paging systems and services. Attached
APPENDIX A, which is incorporated herein by reference for all purposes, includes a list of
phrases that were used on a single day by callers into the assignee's message paging system.
This list represents phrases common to the assignee's messaging system, on this day, the
system operators transcribed 9, different phrases. The numeric value to the right of each phrase
indicates the number of times, or frequency, with which the particular phrase was used that day
by callers leaving oral messages with system operators. The list is sorted as a function of this
value. According to the illustrated embodiment, a portion of this list is used to define a
vocabulary specific to message paging system There may also be additional or
sub-vocabularies, such as subscriber specific, company specific, weather specific, geographic,
time specific e. The data patterns, once defined, may remain static or may be dynamic changing
over time. Exemplary translating controller may include a signal processing module that

converts the stored oral message into a series of speech patterns having measurable
characteristics. These speech patterns are compared with the data patterns. Another
advantageous feature that may be implemented in this recognition process may be adaptive
improves with use or fully speaker independent, and may include automatic updates, either
modifying data patterns that already represent relevant phrases or that add new phrases
meeting some criteria e. For the purposes of illustration, concurrent reference is made to FIGS.
To begin, message paging system particularly, messaging controller receives a call from caller
input step Caller , via telephone and PSTN , intends to leave a message for subscriber In
response, translating controller prompts caller , via messaging controller , for the identity of an
intended message recipient s , namely, subscriber output step In response, messaging
controller receives an oral, or voice, input from caller that represents the identity of subscriber
input step Returning to FIG. After caller identifies subscriber to the operator, control is
transferred back to translating controller The exemplary data record s provides particulars for
delivering messages to associated recipients, presently, subscriber For instance, assume
subscriber wants all received oral messages to be stored in voice mail and translated into text
messages, that such text messages be sent to an e-mailbox, and that summaries of such text
messages be sent to message pager Translating controller processes the oral message and
translates the same into a proposed text message process step ; discussed further with
reference to FIG. According to the present embodiment, translating controller accesses data
repository to store the received message input therein and to access the stored data patterns.
Controller separates the message input into sub-parts, at least some of which have one or more
measurable characteristics e. Translating controller compares such measurable characteristics
and the stored data patterns, and generates at least a substantially equivalent text message in
response thereto. The generated text message is a concatenation of data patterns that
represent those sub-parts, or groups of sub-parts, separately, or collectively, that compare
most favorably. In alternate embodiments, any conventional speech recognition system, or
engine, that can suitably use a vocabulary specific to message paging system , such as a
vocabulary defined using APPENDIX A, may be used. Messaging controller transmits, via
messaging network , at least part of the generated text message to subscriber having message
pager output step According to the present embodiment, translating controller , in response to
the one or more data record s associated with subscriber , controls messaging controller Data
repository includes a plurality of data patterns i. According to this embodiment, a particular
subscriber record is associated with subscriber and, among its other attributes, includes
pointers to particular ones of the plurality of data patterns Thus, while data patterns are
collectively specific to a general type of non-realtime messaging system, namely, message
paging system , this subset of data patterns is particularly related to subscriber Referring back
to the above-given example, assume again that a freight delivery company subscribes to a
suitably arranged message paging system and each of its drivers carries a conventional
alphanumeric message pager. Data patterns , used in combination with a suitable subset
thereof, may cooperatively provide a context sensitive vocabulary that can increase the
likelihood that translating controller will successfully translate recognize, at least in part a
received oral message, but can also decrease the time required to translate the same. Similarly,
the subset of data patterns may also be static or dynamic. The subset may be defined once,
periodically, etc. Alternatively, assume subscriber is injured and placed on disability leave.
Assume further that the regular stops assigned to subscriber are reassigned to another driver.
Under this scenario, system may associate the data pattern subset associated with subscriber
with that of this second driver. For purposes of illustration, concurrent reference is made to
FIGS. Although the present discussion is directed largely to process step of FIG. To begin,
translating controller accesses data repository particularly, data patterns stored therein and
stores the received message input therein process step Translating controller may store the
message input directly or indirectly by controlling messaging controller Translating controller
parses the message input, separating the same into sub-parts process step At least some of
these sub-parts have one or more measurable characteristics associated therewith. Translating
controller attempts to recognize the message input by selectively comparing data patterns and
the sub-parts process step More particularly, according to the present embodiment, particular
data patterns are emphasized during the comparison process in response to the content of data
record , the emphasized data patterns and the measurable characteristics are suitably
compared. An important aspect of the present embodiment is that the limited vocabulary
defined by data patterns specific to message paging system and the select emphasized data
patterns identified by data record specific to subscriber reduces the processing demands
inherent to contemporary SIVR products. Depending upon the implementation, exemplary
translating controller employs at least one of the following SIVR techniques in connection with

data patterns or the emphasized data patterns, namely:. The generated text message is a
concatenation of data patterns representing those sub-parts or group s of sub-parts that,
separately or collectively, compare most favorably with the same. Translating controller
compares the one or more confidence factors and at least one threshold process step In
response thereto, translating controller determines whether a particular sub-part, group of
sub-parts, multiple groups of sub-parts, or the proposed text message as a whole, is suitably
acceptable decisional step If the proposed text message is acceptable YES branch of decisional
step , then the text message, or an appropriate portion thereof, is communicated to subscriber
process step If the proposed text message is unacceptable NO branch of decisional step , then
translating controller enters a message verification sub-controller process step , discussed with
reference to FIG. According to the illustrated embodiment, acceptance of the proposed text
message may be determined, in part, in response to the content of the data record associated
with the intended message recipient s. To continue with the above-given example, assume that
data record associated with subscriber I defines a data pattern subset of joejane widgets abc
co. Assume lastly, hat translating controller assigned the following confidence factors:.
Translating controller , in response the foregoing values and data record , generally accepts the
translated text message. Turning next to FIGS. Concerning FIG. According to an advantageous
embodiment, translating controller plays the previously stored oral message for the operator
and displays the proposed text message to the operator before, or while, transferring caller
thereto, in short, the system front-loads, or pre-fetches, information that the operator may need
to efficiently interact with caller This may be accomplished either by maintaining the
communication channel with caller during oral message processing or, alternatively, by calling
caller back to verify the message. In the event that caller accepts the text message YES branch
of decisional step , the text message is sent to subscriber process step ; if caller rejects the
proposed text message NO branch of decisional step , then translation controller , via
messaging controller , interacts with caller , enabling caller to identify that portion of the
proposed text message that is incorrect and correct the same process step For instance, caller
may parse e. System then prompts, or asks, caller to spell the phrase, to select or pick a phrase
from a group or list of phrases, or the like, thereby correcting the same. Messaging system
illustrates a cooperative association between a message paging system and a suitably arranged
voice mail system. Messaging system is again associated with telephone and message pager ,
and includes process control server and messaging network According to this embodiment,
process control server includes data repository , translating controller and a voice mail system
Again, process control server and messaging network collectively include a messaging
controller Exemplary voice mail system is capable of recording, storing and retrieving voice
messages, and interacting with translating controller and messaging controller For the
purposes of discussion, turn to FIG. To begin, messaging system particularly, messaging
controller receives a call from caller input step This calls is received through a personal
telephone number assigned to subscriber Translating controller accesses one or more data
records in data repository that are associated with subscriber process step Again, the data
record s provide particulars for delivering messages to subscriber Translating controller , via
voice mail system , stores the received message input in a voice mailbox not shown assigned to
subscriber process step The voice mailbox may be stored in memory Translating controller i
separates the stored message input into sub-parts, at least some of which have one or more
measurable characteristics; ii compares such measurable characteristics and data patterns of
data repository ; and iii generates a substantially equivalent text message in response thereto
process step The generated text message is a concatenation of data patterns that represent
those sub-parts, or groups of sub-parts, separately, or collectively, that compare most favorably
therewith. An important aspect of this embodiment is that caller is not required to interact with,
or even be aware of, translating controller Since the speech recognition process may be
accomplished after the oral message is stored or recorded i. Because time is less of an issue,
as the call is terminated, translating controller may suitably use several specialized
vocabularies to translate the oral message into the text message. Such selective use of small
specialized vocabularies tends to improve SIVR performance. Vocabularies unique to
subscriber and even some callers, such as caller , may be defined and used to augment a
standard message paging vocabulary. Messaging controller transmits, via messaging network ,
at least part of the generated text message to subscriber via message pager output step Again,
exemplary translating controller , in response to the one or more data record s associated with
subscriber , controls messaging controller It should be noted that the functionality discussed
with reference to FIGS. In point of fact, the functionality discussed with respect to FIG. Such
functionality would assist subscriber when deciding when to call to listen to voice mail
messages. As a further example, certain subscribers of message paging system receive large

volumes of voice messages daily. Notifying these subscribers for every voice message may be
bothersome. Those skilled in the art should understand that although message pager has been
used to illustrate the principles of the present invention, alternate communication devices may
suitably be used with a messaging system in accordance with the principles of the present
invention. For instance, PCS devices both narrowband and broadband as well as any suitably
arranged network computer whether its associated computer network is wired, wireless or both
may be used. Exemplary network computers include sophisticated calculators; palmtop, laptop,
notebook, personal or other computers; web-televisions; as well as other like processing
systems, including PDAs i. In point of fact, any non-realtime messaging system, regardless of
whether the same is associated with a messaging system that includes real-time
communications features, that includes the above-described cooperative functionality of data
repository , translating controller and messaging controller , or their equivalents, is within the
spirit and scope of the present invention. Consider, for instance, a sophisticated PCS system
that includes a non-realtime messaging sub-system in accordance with the present invention.
The exemplary PCS system includes means for enabling subscribers to specify a current
availability level and for enabling callers to specify a priority level for a call to a subscriber s.
The PCS system operates to process each incoming call and to determine, in response to the
respective availability and priority levels, whether to enable realtime communication among
particular subscribers and callers. Caller is prompted for and records an oral message in the
mailbox. The non-realtime messaging sub-system of the present invention, either automatically
or in response to a request from caller , processes the stored message, comparing the same
with data patterns that represent oral phrases specific to the sub-system, to subscriber and,
possibly, caller The sub-system, as described hereabove, generates a substantially equivalent
text message in response. According to data records associated with subscriber , the text
message is communicated to his e-mail box and a summary of the same is communicated as a
message page to his communications device e. Such message paging services may, for
example, be provided over cellular or PCS frequencies to advantageously maximize hardware
reuse. As is apparent from the foregoing, the principles of the present invention are particularly
beneficial when applied to wired and wireless telephony, computer or like processing systems
and networks, including Internet-based applications. The present invention is directed, broadly,
to non-realtime messaging systems that include a plurality of controllers, such as messaging
and translating controllers, and at least a data repository capable of storing data patterns that
represent oral phrases specific to the non-realtime messaging system. The messaging
controller is capable of receiving oral messages from callers into the non-realtime messaging
system and transmitting text messages to communications devices associated with subscribers
to the services associated with the non-realtime messaging system. The translating controller is
operable to process the received oral messages using the stored data patterns and to generate
the text messages in response thereto. Although the principles of the present invention have
been described in detail with reference to message paging system and infrastructure
embodiments, those of ordinary skill in the art should understand that they can make various
changes, substitutions and alterations herein without departing from the spirit and scope of the
invention in its broadest form. A non-realtime messaging system that is operable, in part, to
receive oral messages from callers into said non-realtime messaging system and operable to
transmit text messages to communications devices associated with subscribers of said
non-realtime message system, said non-realtime messaging system comprising I a data
repository operable to store data patterns that represent oral phrases specific to said
non-realtime messaging system and ii a translating controller operable to process said received
oral messages using said stored data patterns and to generate said text messages in response
thereto. The non-realtime messaging system set forth in claim 2 wherein said translating
controller assigns at least one confidence factor to said generated text messages. The
non-realtime messaging system set forth claim 2 wherein said translating controller separates
said received oral messages into sub-parts. The non-realtime messaging system set forth in
claim 2 wherein said translating controller is further operable to verify said generated text
messages. The non-realtime messaging system set forth in claim 2 wherein said stored data
patterns represent oral phrases currently specific to said non-realtime messaging system. The
non-realtime messaging system set forth in claim 2 further comprising data records specific to
said subscribers of said non-realtime messaging system. The non-realtime messaging system
set forth in claim 7 wherein said data records are associated with ones of said stored data
patterns that represent oral phrases specific to said subscribers of said non-realtime
messaging system. A method of operating a non-realtime messaging system that receives oral
messages from callers into said non-realtime messaging system and transmits, in response
thereto, text messages to communications devices associated with subscribers of said

non-realtime messaging system, said method of operation comprising the steps of:. The
method of operating said non-realtime messaging system set forth in claim 9 further comprising
the step of assigning at least one confidence factor to said generated text messages. The
method of operating said non-realtime messaging system set forth in claim 9 further comprising
the step of separating said received oral messages into sub-parts. The method of operating said
non-realtime messaging system set forth in claim 9 further comprising the step of verifying said
generated text messages. The method of operating said non-realtime messaging system set
forth in claim 9 further comprising the step of dynamically modifying said stored data patterns.
The method of operating said non-realtime messaging system set forth in claim 9 further
comprising the step of storing data records specific to said subscribers of said non-realtime
messaging system. The method of operating said non-realtime messaging system set forth in
claim 14 wherein said data records are associated with ones of said stored data patterns that
represent oral phrases specific to said subscribers of said non-realtime messaging system. For
use in a messaging paging system that includes a paging controller that is operable to receive
oral messages from callers into said message paging system and operable to transmit text
messages to message paging devices associated with subscribers of said message paging
system, a translating controller that is associated with a data repository that stores data
patterns that represent oral phrases currently specific to said message paging system and is
operable to process said received oral messages using said stored data patterns and to
generate said text messages in response thereto. The message paging system set forth in claim
16 wherein said translating controller is further operable to assign at least one confidence
factor to said generated text messages. The message paging system set forth in claim 16
wherein said translating controller separates said received oral messages into sub-parts. The
message paging system set forth in claim 16 wherein said translating controller is further
operable to verify said generated text messages. Justia Patents Presentation Format
Conversion US Patent for Controller for use with communications systems for converting a
voice message to a text message Patent Patent 6,, Controller for use with communications
systems for converting a voice message to a text message. Mar 5, - WebLink Wireless, Inc.
Latest WebLink Wireless, Inc. System and method for transmitting subscriber data in a
narrowband advanced messaging system using unscheduled message time slots Disposable
wireless messaging devices and systems and methods related to same System and method for
controlling transmitter power of a narrowband advanced messaging system Antenna system for
narrowband communications systems and method of operation System and method for tracking
wireless messages originating from a single user. Depending upon the implementation,
exemplary translating controller employs at least one of the following SIVR techniques in
connection with data patterns or the emphasized data patterns, namely: 1. CALL 2. TO 3. THE 4.
YOU 5. A 6. IS 7. AT 8. ON 9. IN FROM FOR I ME AND OF NOT YOUR UP CAN PLS HAVE RE C
THIS MON ROOT MAIL D HAS OUT AM NO Z ARE CHECK BE PM WITH ASAP P U IF S TEST W
WILL DOWN T IT NEED ALL R NEW GET RCOP X PING THAT EOS BACK HOME KNOW TODAY
FULL OR DO B PAGE M F G DISK ST NEEDS ESC WE CRT EOM WHEN HELP WAS AJAX
ABOUT CS DR FILE TIME E AS NOW TT BY HE GO SEP GOOD JUST IR MY NET CELL OCT J
COM N THERE SPACE HI WARN RD MIKE SO ERROR CALLS TH SWX HERE JOHN DEV GOING
LOGON MARK SLOW SEE I'M CP LOVE HIM K WORK COME LOW O LAST END PICK MAX CC
DN L PAGER AFTER HIS ONE HER THANK WANT OFF SHE GIVE SP LET H QR BUT WHAT AN
CAN'T NEXT BOB PHONE BEEN DID WANTS MSG WAY WEST PIC SITE SUB JDB BLOCK
WOULD THEY ANY AVE HOST EACH CK JOB DAVID USAGE INFO LINE MAKE SAID STILL
QUOTE ATLAS FREE DSK LIKE LAN CONT JIM WERE ID ARTS DAY MULTI ALSO DON'T STEVE
EXT THEM BILL FILL GOT ONLY SAS VERY WHERE AL INC REPS SURE AGAIN TWO TOM
KERN NW BELL HEY HOW CT NORTH OK BHD DUE SEEN BAD TALK PER THX FAX NR PC
LEFT DE PRIME TST NDS RFO GAGE TAKE US FS FYI Q MR FD LATER OVER CDT MIN CON CQ
PLZ SOON CL DAYS MORE TECH HPB PILOT LEAVE LUNCH SPEAK V DFW HAD I'LL MEET
NEWS RC DAILY JERRY MI DOES SCOTT LS 99 CHUCK 98 CRDB 98 PRICE 98 ALARM 97 DONE
97 FIRST 97 PU 97 CPU 96 INTO 96 JOE 95 PO 95 VOICE 94 CHRIS 93 HOPE 93 MS 93 TOTAL 93
LA 92 CO 91 EAST 91 IT'S 91 LINDA 91 THREE 91 TOO 91 DAVE 90 JEFF 90 MAJ 90 READY 90
STOP 90 CODE 89 DON 89 MPCLD 89 PH 89 VIDEO 89 YA 89 DATE 87 LOG 87 MARY 87 BEG 86
IL 86 MGE 86 RING 86 SOE 86 STATE 86 AV 85 BLS 85 PAT 85 PAUL 85 PREV 85 TABLE 85
BEACH 84 ORDER 84 APPT 83 DRIVE 83 LUCY 83 MUST 83 NODE 83 RAY 83 ROAD 83 AMY 82
CAR 82 ONES 82 RIGHT 82 ASK 81 TONY 81 BRINK 80 FOOD 80 JJJD 80 DIAL 79 HOUSE 79 LT
79 MPH 79 MSGS 79 ROOM 79 COULD 78 DATA 78 LISA 78 NY 78 VOL 78 HTTPD 77 CNHDB 76
GREG 76 SEND 76 YOU'RE 76 BANK 75 BULK 75 OTHER 75 RICK 75 SL 75 SORRY 75 STORE
75 TELL 75 WEEK 75 OOS 74 OUR 74 PT 74 SAYS 74 TRY 74 XL 74 AREA 73 CORP 73 FR 73 HIT
73 NS 73 THEN 73 ACD 72 CHCFS 72 LARRY 72 LGL 72 MC 72 SHOP 72 WIFE 72 CLCLN 71 MRS

71 SE 71 YO 71 DOUG 70 GARY 70 SIDE 70 START 70 HR 69 JAMES 69 KEN 69 SD 69 TLR 69
USED 69 ALERT 68 FEED 68 SMITH 68 WELL 68 Y 68 YET 68 BUSY 67 NIGHT 67 TRUCK 67
UNTIL 67 DIANE 66 PLACE 66 TEAM 66 ED 65 ETA 65 ITS 65 KAREN 65 PLUS 65 SANDY 65
SINCE 65 THAN 65 UNIT 65 USER 65 COMP 64 DESK 64 HELLO 64 IVY 64 LONG 64 OFC 64
PARK 64 POINT 64 SUSAN 64 DWN 63 GTE 63 III 63 IVRU 63 CITY 62 CLOSE 62 FILES 62 FOUR
62 HOURS 62 PAPER 62 SF 62 CUST 61 KATHY 61 LEE 61 ND 61 POWER 61 STATS 61 AB 60
CHAN 60 CHCLN 60 EL 60 LIGHT 60 PRI 60 RTS 60 WHO 60 LATE 59 LOT 59 RUN 59 SUE 59
TYPE 59 EST 58 IBML 58 JOBS 58 NANCY 58 POST 58 BRIAN 57 DAD 57 EVERY 57 GROUP 57
MARIA 57 MID 57 BOX 56 FL 56 TEXT 56 EMAIL 55 FAVOR 55 KIM 55 TRN 55 USR 55 CLS 54 DS
54 LIST 54 MAY 54 MG 54 RON 54 SALVI 54 SAX 54 TASK 54 TURN 54 DAN 53 DT 53 PHIL 53 RM
53 SAME 53 SKID 53 BEN 52 BULL 52 DEL 52 HOUR 52 POSTS 52 PUT 52 SENT 52 SET 52 USE
52 USING 52 WAGE 52 AIR 51 BIG 51 DOING 51 HIGH 51 LO 51 MED 51 SALES 51 SEPT 51 TIM
51 APP 50 AWAY 50 BABY 50 BASE 50 HA 50 JACK 50 LINES 50 MENU 50 OH 50 RR 50 RT 50
STAT 50 STE 50 TUES 50 ANN 49 CLEAR 49 DEPT 49 FA 49 HONEY 49 HP 49 MAN 49 PLAN 49
PR 49 TOP 49 WP 49 CARD 48 TUE 48 WIND 48 ZONE 48 CSC 47 DONNA 47 FRANK 47 LAURA
47 MONTH 47 SNAP 47 SOL 47 WED 47 BRUCE 46 DONT 46 FORMS 46 GUYS 46 MAIN 46 NAME
46 PALM 46 TASKS 46 TOLD 46 VAR 46 WATER 46 WON'T 46 WWW 46 ADMIN 45 DJI 45 EDU 45
RO 45 SVC 45 TERRY 45 BOTH 44 FLOOR 44 JOYCE 44 KEITH 44 KEY 44 MSFT 44 PAGES 44
ROB 44 SAY 44 THEIR 44 THINK 44 YES 44 FOUND 43 GT 43 HERNC 43 NCA 43 NCH 43 POSS
43 R'S 43 RCH 43 SNMP 43 SOUTH 43 TOWER 43 ZINC 43 BLACK 42 BVT 42 CRIT 42 EN 42
ERIC 42 EVE 42 FREED 42 GREAT 42 JASON 42 MSO 42 MSOS 42 OLD 42 SOR 42 BLDG 41
BLVD 41 DIANA 41 FRONT 41 GAS 41 KEVIN 41 MAJOR 41 MODE 41 WI 41 AGENT 40 ER 40
REAC 40 UNIX 40 WAYNE 40 WINDS 40 WZ 40 CA 39 CAME 39 CAROL 39 DIDN'T 39 MEM 39
MOM 39 MT 39 NEVER 39 SYS 39 TNT 39 TSOLN 39 WAIT 39 APT 38 BEING 38 ENTER 38 FUN
38 MISS 38 MPCLM 38 REACH 38 SU 38 TEL 38 TINA 38 ASCOT 37 CASE 37 CAT 37 DEAD 37 JH
37 MUCH 37 NOCC 37 OT 37 PORT 37 PRINT 37 REP 37 ROSS 37 SFM 37 SUNNY 37 TRIED 37
UNITS 37 ADD 36 ATMP 36 BO
kitchen sink parts diagram
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mercury couger
Y 36 CASA 36 HARRY 36 HDLC 36 KELLY 36 MACH 36 MART 36 MEK 36 NUPD 36 SICK 36
THING 36 TR 36 TRACY 36 CD 35 CHEM 35 COACH 35 COPY 35 ELSE 35 EVEN 35 FIND 35
HEAD 35 LET'S 35 NOON 35 PAY 35 RADIO 35 SERV 35 SKIDS 35 ALLEN 34 ALM 34 BOSS 34
HILL 34 IXIC 34 JAY 34 JULIE 34 KB 34 LAKE 34 MOVE 34 MTG 34 PARTS 34 QUEUE 34 RTRSY
34 SB 34 SIGN 34 TG 34 TIL 34 UPPER 34 BRONX 33 I'VE 33 KEYS 33 LOOK 33 MANY 33 PMI 33
QS 33 QUE 33 WHY 33 ABC 32 ANNA 32 BRAD 32 CODES 32 DARK 32 DIXIE 32 GUESS 32 HOT
32 IDLE 32 LINK 32 OZ 32 PK 32 SAN 32 SH 32 SPOTS 32 STX 32 SW 32 TE 32 THANX 32 VAN 32
CROSS 31 DIEHL 31 FINE 31 FIRE 31 HAPPY 31 KAY 31 LB 31 POR 31 SUN 31 ABLE 30 BC 30
BEEP 30 CRAIG 30 CUP 30 IBM 30 KEEP 30 MAC 30 MALL 30 MARCH 30 MATT 30 MCI 30 MEKA
30 PART 30 PGM 30 ROBOT 30 ROUTE 30 SITES 30 SR 30 TAMMY 30 TED 30 WHICH 30 WHILE
30 WNZ 30 ZIPS 30 DEBRA 2 DOG 29 FTLI 29 GUEST 29 JUDY 29 LAB 29 PLSE 29 PS 29 REF 29
THKS 2 UNCH 29 CH 28 CHARS 28 CLL 28 DP 28 EM 28 FEW 28 FRED 28 FT 28 GHOST 28 GN
28

